Abstract: Clustering is inherently a highly challenging research problem. The elastic net algorithm is designed to solve the traveling salesman problem initially, now is verified to be an efficient tool for data clustering in n-dimensional space. In this paper, by introducing a nearest neighbor learning method and a local search preferred strategy, we proposed a new Self-Organizing NN approach, called the Adaptive Clustering Elastic Net (ACEN) to solve the cluster analysis problems. ACEN consists of the adaptive clustering elastic net phase and a local search preferred phase. The first phase is used to find a cyclic permutation of the points as to minimize the total distances of the adjacent points, and adopts the Euclidean distance as the criteria to assign each point. The local search preferred phase aims to minimize the total dissimilarity within each clusters. Simulations were made on a large number of homogeneous and nonhomogeneous artificial clusters in n dimensions and a set of publicly standard problems available from UCI. Simulation results show that compared with classical partitional clustering methods, ACEN can provide better clustering solutions and do more efficiently.
In this work we propose a new Self-Organizing NN clustering method based on the elastic net, and attempt to alleviate the problems mentioned above. Elastic net is evolved from SOFM, proposed by R. Durbin and D. Willshaw [5] as a heuristic method. Like SOFM, the elastic net tries to find a topology preserving map between two spaces. It was originally proposed to solve the Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) [20] . Later it was given a mechanical statistic foundation [15] . Then elastic net can be used as a tool for data clustering in n-dimensional space and for diverse of problems in pattern research [3, 7, 13, 21] .
The advantages of the elastic net method for cluster analysis are as follows: firstly, elastic net is an unsupervised learning network, and the manual training is not required. Secondly, elastic net does not need the prior knowledge about the number of clusters, and its effectiveness is not effected by the input sequence of data and isolated data. Thirdly, elastic net's geometry corresponds well to the problem definition, which makes it suitable for solving high-dimensional clustering problems. And its convergence is governed by well-established physics theories leading to a sensible solution. Lastly, when solving the clustering problems, the number of neurons needed in the elastic net is linearly related to the number of spatial data points. That is, the complexity of the elastic network algorithm is O(N ), where N is the number of spatial data points [20] . The performance of the proposed method is evaluated by simulations on a number of homogeneous and nonhomogeneous synthetic clustering problems in n dimensions and some sets of publicly standard test problems available from UCI (accessible via the web at http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets.html). Simulation results show that the proposed method can consistently and efficiently provide better clustering solutions compared with the classical partitional clustering algorithms.
The new adaptive clustering elastic net method
In the section, a new Self-Organizing NN approach for clustering ACEN is presented. ACEN consists of two phases: the adaptive clustering elastic net phase and local search preferred phase. Let x i (i = 1, 2, ..., n) be a data set X with n objects; kŁş the number of clusters; m j Łş the centroid of cluster C j (j = 1, 2, ..., K). Then ACEN tries to minimize the cost function -Sum of Euclidean Distance (SED):
The details of two phases are described below.
The adaptive clustering elastic net phase
Given m unit coordinates Y = {y 1 , y 2 , ..., y m } defining the rubber band of the elastic net, n data points X = {x 1 , x 2 , ..., x n } defining the clustering data set. The new energy function of the adaptive clustering elastic net is defined as below:
The positions of the points defining the rubber band are updated according to the following formula:
where Ψ = damping factor of α(t) (0 ≤ Ψ < 1). ϑ = promoting factor of β(t) (0 ≤ ϑ < 1).
Here w ij is the same as the original elastic net. The parameters Ψ and ϑ in Eqn.(4) and (5) are small positive parameters, which are selected empirically.
This phase helps the elastic net to find a cyclic permutation of the points so as to minimize the total distance of adjacent points in shorter time. After the computation of the adaptive clustering elastic net phase, each element of the data set is matched with the points of the elastic band. Therefore the permutation of data points can be obtained from the sequence of the elastic net points. Then the distances of adjacent elements of the data set can be used to divide the clusters.
Each point dotted in Fig.1 represents the distances between the adjacent elements of the permutation. The value of the x-axis is the sequence of elements of the data set. The value of the y-axis is the distance between the adjacent elements of the data set. Therefore, each pick in Fig.1 represents a larger distance between the adjacent elements, meaning a cluster change.
For large data sets, some elements may be lost in the final permutation. These elements are regarded as noise elements in our algorithm. We proposed the nearest neighbor learning method to handle the noise elements. The learning method is described as below. For each noise element, find its nearest data x i in all of the matched elements of the data set, and calculate the distances between the noise element and the two neighbors x i−1 and x i+1 in the path. Compare the two distances and insert the noise element between x i and the nearer neighbor element x i−1 or x i+1 . Then update the sequence of the data set. 
The local search preferred phase
In the first stage, we could achieve initial clusters according to the distances between the adjacent points. For most of the clustering problems, the first phase could efficiently identify high quality solutions. According to the requirements of different practical applications, the clustering solutions sometimes still need to be further optimized. Then the local search preferred phase is needed to help the network to search for the better solutions. Mathematically the steps of the second phase can be stated as below.
Step 1. Select the number of the nearest neighbors p and get the centroids m j of each cluster C j in the first phase.
Step 2. Assign each element in the data set X to the clusters C j with the closest centroid m j using the Euclidean distance as the criteria.
Step 3. Update k medoids. For j = 1 to the number of clusters k do (a) Find a subset C subset in the cluster C j . C subset corresponds to m j and its p nearest neighbors that have not been evaluated before current iteration.
(b) Calculate the new medoid q = arg min
after that the old medoid m j is replaced by q if it is different from m j . (c) Repeat steps (a) and (b) until the medoid does not change any more.
Step 4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until the k medoid does not change any more. The local search preferred phase uses the Euclidean distance as the criteria to assign each point like many other partitional clustering algorithms. The algorithm chooses the objects in the data set as the medoids of the clusters. The selection of the initial centroids in the first phase helps the algorithm to overcome the disadvantage of the instability of the other partitional algorithms, and could achieve better solutions.
Algorithm
For the clustering problem, the proposed algorithm ACEN is presented as below:
Step 1. Given the initial number m of dynamic nodes Y = {y 1 , y 2 , ..., y m } and establish the nodes in a small circle with the center of the circle at the centroid of the clustered points. m = 2.5n.
Step 2. Decide the sequence of the nodes.
Step 3. For each data points x i (i = 1, 2, ..., n), choose a node and move the node and its neighbors on the circle towards the points.
Step 4. Repeat until all the points x i (i = 1, 2, ..., n) have been matched with the nodes.
Step 5. Get the sequence of the x i (i = 1, 2, ..., n) according to the sequence of the nodes.
Step 6. Use the nearest neighbor learning method to update the sequence of data set.
Step 7. d i (i = 1, 2, ..., n) (the distance of the adjacent data points) is used to divide the groups C j (j = 1, 2, ..., k), where larger distances d i mean cluster changes.
Step 8. Assign each point in the data set X to the clusters C j with the closest centroid m j under Euclidean distance metric.
Step 9. Update k medoids. For j = 1 to the number of clusters k do (a) Find a subset C subset in the cluster C j . C subset corresponds to m j and its p nearest neighbors that have not been evaluated before current iteration.
Step 10. Repeat steps 8 and 9 until k medoid does not change any more. Our algorithm improves the original elastic net method by introducing the adaptive clustering parameter strategy and the nearest neighbor learning method. Combining the new elastic net method with the local search preferred strategy, the proposed algorithm could obtain better solutions for cluster analysis problems.
The advantages of ACEN mainly reflected in the following aspects:
• ACEN does not need the prior knowledge about the number of clusters.
• Algorithm's effectiveness is not effected by the input sequence of data and isolated data.
• Given n values of the number of clusters k, ACEN could obtain the different solutions for different numbers of clusters just running the network one time, which effectively improve the computation speed. On the contrary, given n values of the number of clusters k, the traditional partitional clustering algorithms such as K-means and K-medoids need to run n times.
• Due to the geometrical and physical characteristics of the elastic net, ACEN could express and calculate high-dimensional data set simply and efficiently, and display the data intuitively.
• By introducing the adaptive parameter strategy and the nearest neighbor learning method, combined with the local search preferred method, ACEN could consistently and efficiently identify high quality clustering solutions.
• The algorithm is geometric in nature, and the evolution of the algorithm can be tracked visually.
It has been pointed out that rearrangement clustering is equivalent to the TSP. And it can be solved to optimality by solving the TSP [3] . But there is a serious defect in previous approaches when applied to data which falls into natural clusters as shown in Fig.2 . Objects in Fig.2 only have two features: horizontal and vertical coordinates. When these objects are clustered by the method of rearrangement clustering, although x and y are very close the objects x and y will be separated by 16 objects in two different clusters. It is clear that generally clusters may be broken into pieces so as to minimize the dissimilarity to adjacent clusters. Using the ACEN method these problems could be solved effectively. In ACEN the partition is taken based on the larger distances between the adjacent elements in the permutation, which is more suitable for the definition of the natural cluster problem, which could help the algorithm to achieve high quality clustering solutions. 
Simulation results
Extensive simulations were implemented on a large number of homogeneous and nonhomogeneous synthetic clusters in n dimensions. And the value of SED shown in Eqn. (1) was adopted to judge the quality of the different methods. Parameters were set as follows: α(0) = 0.6; β(0) = 1.5; Ψ = 0.001; ϑ = 0.002; k = 0.5.
We tested the ACEN on some nonhomogeneous clusters with different density regions. First we compared the ACEN with K-means and K-medoids methods to solve the problem shown in Fig.2 . These data falls into natural clusters. ACEN identified high quality clustering solution for this simple problem. On the contrary the other two partitional clustering methods did not cluster the data well as predicted. The typical results produced by three methods were shown in Fig.3 . In the following figures, the different shapes and colors of points represent different clusters.
The second of the comparative computational tests we report used the nonhomogeneous cluster points in 2D and 3D respectively. The problems both involved 200 points. To compare the performance of the three methods, we recorded the average SED values obtained from 20 simulations with different initial cluster centroids for k-means and k-medoids. Because the results of ACEN were not effected by the initial cluster centroids, we only took one trial for ACEN. The comparisons of ACEN with K-means and K-medoids were shown in Fig.4 and Fig.5 .
From Fig.4 and Fig.5 we can see clearly:
• ACEN could identify high-quality solutions consistently for all of the tested problems. The A New Adaptive Elastic Net Method for Cluster Analysis 435 other two partitional clustering methods both get poor solutions.
• The values of SED produced by ACEN were 29.58% and 41.74% less than the average values of SED produced by K-means over 20 trials, and 28.18% and 45.54% less than the average values of SED produced by K-medoids over 20 trials respectively for the tested 2D and 3D clustering problems.
The proposed method consists of two phases: the adaptive clustering elastic net phase and the local search preferred phase. The first phase can identify clusters according to the distance between the adjacent points. The aim of the second phase is to minimize the cost function -Sum of Euclidean Distance (SED) in Eqn.(1). For most of the cases, solutions produced by the first phase are good enough, then the second phase is not necessary.
In the following, we clustered 500 points into 4 clusters in 2D using the proposed algorithm. The result of the first phase and the optimized result produced by the second phase were shown in Fig.6 . From Fig.6 we can see clearly that the solution produced by the first phase was the same as the optimized result produced by the second phase, and ACEN could achieve high quality solution for the clustering problem without using the local search preferred phase.
To meet the requirements of different practical applications, the local search preferred phase is used to improve the solution quality. We tested the proposed method on a homogeneous artificial clustering problem involve 150 data points in 2D. Fig.7 shows the evolutions of clustering process using the proposed approach for this homogeneous artificial problem. Fig.7(a) shows the result of the adaptive clustering elastic net phase. Fig.7(b) and Fig.7(c) display the intermediate processes of clustering. Fig.7(d) shows the final solution produced by the local search preferred phase of the ACEN for the clustering problem. From Fig.7 we can see clearly that the proposed algorithm could identify high quality solutions of giving clustering problem, and the decrease of the value of SED showed that the local search preferred phase could optimize the result effectively.
In the third of our experimental tests we selected a large number of instances of 50, 100, 300, 500 and 1000 homogeneous and nonhomogeneous simulated cluster points in 2D, 3D, 4D, 7D 10D and 13D to show the solution qualities of ACEN, K-means and K-medoids. In the following experiments, to compare performance of the three methods, we recorded the average SED values obtained from 20 simulations with different initial cluster centroids for k-means and k-medoids. As described before, ACEN was performed only once. In the proposed method we use another set of parameter values as follows: α(0) = 0.6; β(0) = 1.5; Ψ = 0.0025; ϑ = 0.0025. Comparisons of the proposed method with the K-means and K-medoids methods were shown in Table 1 and  Table 2 . An examination of Table 1 and Table 2 yields the following observations:
• For all of the 30 homogeneous and nonhomogeneous clustering challenges, ACEN could obtain better clustering solutions than K-means and K-medoids.
• The values of SED calculated by the proposed method around 50, 100, 300, 500 and 1000 points for different dimensions were 35.03%, 31.2%, 30.25%, 30.19% and 29.53% less than the average values of SED calculated by the K-means over 20 trials; and 33.89%, 29.33%, 27.34%, 27.23% and 25.87% less than the average values of SED calculated by the Kmedoids over 20 trials respectively.
• Like many partitional clustering algorithms, the results of K-means and K-medoids depended on the selection of the initial cluster centroids. On the contrary, the results of ACEN were stable and were not influenced by the selection of initial centroids.
• ACEN's effectiveness was not effected by the input sequence of data and isolated data, and could produce stable clustering solutions .
For the last of our experiments we took some sets of standard test problems available from UCI (accessible via the web at http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets.html). The standard problems we solved include Iris data set and Zoo data set. Comparisons of ACEN with K-means and K-medoids on standard problems were summarized in Table 3 . For this comparison, the value of SED and the accuracy were adopted to judge the quality of the clustering solutions. In Table  3 , we also performed 20 simulations for K-means and K-medoids, and the average values of SED and accuracy were calculated for each standard problem. Because the results of ACEN were stable and were not effected by the initial centroids, it was performed only once.
The Iris Plants Database is the best known database found in the literature of cluster analysis and referred frequently in cluster analysis texts. The data set contains 3 classes of iris plant with 50 instances each. The Zoo data set contains 7 classes and each animal is made up of 16 properties, 15 of them as boolean and 1 numeric property. In the tests we set the parameter values as described before. Considering Table 3 we can make the point: ACEN was much more efficient than the other two partitional clustering methods. The accuracies of the ACEN algorithm for standard UCI clustering problems Iris and Zoo were 22% and 24% higher than K-means , and 20% and 22% higher than K-medoids respectively.
Our experiments clearly illustrate the improvement of the clustering solution quality using the ACEN compared with the traditional partitional clustering methods. Moreover the results produced by ACEN are not effected by the input sequence of data and isolated data, which ensure it consistently and efficiently identify high quality solutions for different problems.
Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a new Self-Organizing neural network approach-the Adaptive Clustering Elastic Net (ACEN) for cluster analysis. Our approach has two phases, the adaptive clustering elastic net phase and the local search preferred phase. The first phase is proposed by introducing an adaptive clustering parameter strategy and the nearest neighbor learning method into the original elastic net. This phase is used to find a cyclic permutation of the points so as to minimize the total distances of the adjacent points, and assign each point to different clusters using the Euclidean distance as the criteria. The local search preferred phase aims to minimize the total dissimilarity within each clusters.
We tested the ACEN method and some classical partitional clustering algorithms on the same data sets include homogeneous and nonhomogeneous synthetic clusters in n dimensions and some sets of publicly standard problems available from UCI. Experiments show that compared with the other traditional partitional clustering algorithms, ACEN could provide better and stable clustering solutions and do more efficiently for all of the tested problems. ACEN algorithm's effectiveness is not effected by the input sequence of data and isolated data. In addition ACEN does not need the prior knowledge about the number of clusters, which makes it more suitable for solving clustering problems.
